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If I were to ask you to tell the story of the Gospel of Jesus where would you begin?  Would you start the story in 

Bethlehem at the manger, with misty-eyed shepherds listening to the angels’ song?  Would you start at his 

baptism or the wedding at Cana, Jesus’ first miracle, where he launches his public ministry and begins teaching 

disciples about what the Gospel can mean for them?  Perhaps you might start even earlier, by quoting 

prophecies of Isaiah like we do during Advent?   So where would you start this story? 

  

For the disciples of Jesus, who have just been through a roller coaster of events over the last several weeks, the 

story truly begins, at least in John’s telling, at the empty tomb!  The women discover the stone is rolled away 

and the grave is empty!  Perplexed… they report this to Simon Peter and another (unnamed) disciple.  The 

mystified pair race to see the tomb is indeed empty.  The linens that once shrouded Jesus’ body lie lifeless.  A 

weeping Mary cries out to two angels, “They have taken my Lord away!” closely followed by an encounter 

with the Risen Christ, who she believes, at first, to be the Gardener! 

 

Then, “on the evening of that first day of the week” the disciples gather… except Thomas.  The room is locked.  

They are fearful.  The unconfirmed rumours of the resurrection bring neither understanding nor obedience. 

Perplexity and amazement… cynicism and unbelief fill the space.  They ponder what Jesus’ death means to 

them… to his followers… to his movement.  They feel disappointment at the dashing of their hopes.  They are 

flummoxed by the claims of Mary… of Peter… It all feels surreal. 

 

They gather… in isolation (I think we can all somehow relate better to this aspect this year, more than other 

years when this text was shared!) from the outside world… distanced from their families… from the powerful… 

from those who might point… roll their eyes and say, “I told you so” about leaving their nets… their lives… 

their livelihood to follow Jesus.   Yet they had learned so much… grown so much… been challenged in their 

thinking… their understanding… their faith… their traditions… their ideas of what God’s kingdom is… and 

can become… and will be.    

 

The fear is palpable… in spite of the Good News!  For good news does not erase fear.  Yes, incredible news can 

ignite hope, but even hope does not eliminate genuine fear.  So there they are… together again… gathered in a 

familiar place… desperate with unfamiliar fear.  The empty tomb isn’t proof enough that all Jesus promised is 

true!  Yet it is proof… amazing proof that God still shows up! 

 

Into this electrically charged space of longing, sadness, anticipation, urgency, excitement and fear Jesus too 

shows up… stands among them and offers these words, “Peace be with you.”  They recognize the scars.  They 

see the marks on his back… the hole in his side.  No doubt it is Jesus!   Immediately the words of hope… the 

words of oneness… the words of comfort he offered… the reminder that they would not be left alone, that he 

would leave his Spirit with them… their not-so-distant memories of that last supper… his tender care, come 

flooding back… washing over them… filling their hearts… like it was yesterday!  They rejoice!   

 

And yet so much has happened.  So much has changed.  And he is still with them.  Into their astonished, 

ashamed, afraid and hidden existence He comes… like an intruder, and asserts much-needed peace.  He offers 

more than simply words.  His presence is the reminder they need, that God is still with them (and us!)  And it is 

THIS… THIS experience of presence… of assurance… of knowing… of hope Thomas wants… and needs.  

Don’t you? 

 

What the disciples saw that day… what they experienced that night… is all Thomas desires!  Too often we 

focus on Thomas’ doubt, forgetting he was not there when Jesus showed up on the other side of the locked door.  

Thomas wasn’t there when Jesus offered His peace or instructions to forgive.  Thomas merely wants what the 

others have known.  And the beauty of this tender and glorious moment is when Jesus is willing to meet 

Thomas exactly where Thomas is… to meet his needs and normalize his doubts… like they are the most natural 

of responses; thereby quelling his uncertainty… banishing his anxiety… and modeling the Way of love, through 



the offer of peace, a demonstration of forgiveness, His willingness to give Thomas the very proof he needs to 

believe… which inevitably leads to commitment, sharing and spreading the Good News to many!    

 

And where the disciples rejoiced, Thomas responds with praise!  There is a difference!  Likewise, we all 

respond differently to the Good News of the empty tomb! Yet most who have at least heard the rumours of the 

resurrection desire the intrusion of Jesus to believe… to believe good will triumph over evil… death will not get 

the last word…  to believe there  is hope in the midst of uncertainly and the God who created and is creating, 

the One who places a rainbow in the sky… the stars in the heavens… the One who liberates us from our 

oppression and promises life, eternal life to all who believe, still cares… still shows up… still is present and 

fulfilling the promises made so long ago! 

 

Today’s gospel lesson is neither about a phantom appearance nor a doubting disciple!  Rather it is an 

encouraging passage for all of us who are locked away… fearful… are anxious… who need proof.  In the midst 

of uncertainty… unprecedented times… unbelievable angst over the unknown, God through Christ, shows up… 

and not only shows up, offers us his peace!    

Throughout human history the Divine comes… to encourage and sustain God’s creation through troubling 

times.  In 1527, less than 200 years after the Black Death killed about half of Europe’s population the plague re-

emerged in Wittenberg and many neighbouring cities in Germany.  In his letter, “Whether One May Flee from a 

Deadly Plague, Martin Luther, the German professor, theologian, priest and father of the Protestant Reformation 

weighs the responsibilities of ordinary citizens during contagion.  He wrote, “Christ’s peace is not to remove us 

from disaster and death, but rather to have peace in the midst of disaster and death, because Christ has already 

overcome these things.”   Still powerful, practical, and reassuring words… a reminder… God shows up!  

Trusting this… knowing this… believing this… how will we as Christ’s followers, as His Church tell this story? 

How will we point to the signs in our midst… the evidence we see and experience… that the Divine indeed 

shows up… is here!  How will we elevate or illuminate the proof many need, that forgiveness is forever 

possible?  How will we communicate the women’s witness that welcomes wonder… and provides the assurance 

we all seek (especially in these COVID days) that there IS a Peace that may not eradicate or save us from the 

virus, yet will carry us through whatever we face… we suffer… we fear… we hide from…  

 

Perhaps the opportunity before us… with us…is to quiet our lives… to simplify our living?  Perhaps God is 

inviting us to pause from our busyness… get off of our treadmills… and listen deeply to and for the signs of 

Holy peace and presence in our midst?  Perhaps we are being called to open ourselves anew to the Spirit’s 

nudging to do something new?  To let go of old ideas… long held traditions and understandings… in order to 

make room for the new thing God is doing in you… and through you?  Perhaps we are being asked to welcome 

the Spirit’s presence… not requiring proof, rather trusting in and believing, truly believing the Spirit WILL be 

our Peace… WILL be our Comfort… WILL point us to ways of service, sharing, caring and commitment we 

have yet to imagine, discover or engage in.  They are there before us… around us… in us… and present in our 

communities… because God IS here. God continues to show up… to comfort, care, bless and love… and so 

must we!   

 

Earlier in John’s telling, you might recall in John chapter 14, he tells his disciples he will be leaving to prepare a 

place for them. He offers words of comfort, “Do not let your hearts be troubled.  You believe in God, believe 

also in me.”   

Thomas responds, “Lord, we don’t know where you are going, so how can we know the way?” 

Jesus answers, “I am the way and the truth and the life. 

Then he tells them, “If you love me, keep my commands.  And I will ask the Father and he will give you 

another advocate to help you and be with you forever--- the Spirit of truth… who will teach you all things and 

will remind you of everything I have said to you.  Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you.   Do not let your 

hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.”      

 

Thanks be to God, the gospel story begins when God shows up… in a garden… in a flood… at a river… in a 



manger… on a cross… in a locked room!  And no matter the wrenching chaos of the world… 2000 years ago… 

500 years ago… or now, and no matter where or how or even if we marked the day, Easter came!  And Easter 

continues in you… in me… in nature… in our communities… in our care for one another… and our loving care 

of our families… our neighbours… the returning migrant workers… the people at Wesley Urban Ministries, 

local places of business…our neighbours who rely on the Flamborough Food Bank and so many more! Life 

flourishes in the face of death, and we are offered resurrection hope… the gift of peace… because God shows 

up, Jesus comes amongst us when we are most fearful and vulnerable, and the Spirit of truth breathes into us 

Easter’s promises of  life today… tomorrow… and always!    Thanks be to God.  AMEN and AMEN 


